[Socioeconomical status of life and regularity of intake of medicines among hypertensive patients].
As hypertension occurs very commonly in contemporary population, its complications and costs of treatment are one of the most important health and social issues. Non-compliance of the patients with respect to the intake of medicines and not-obeying medical instructions on healthy life style are said to be an important cause of hypertension treatment failures. Socioeconomic status of life has also a strong impact on the regularity of medicine intake. The goal of this article was to analyze the influence of social and economical factors on the regularity of medicine intake in hypertensive patients. The test group consisted of 222 patients (20-80 years old (x = 56.85 +/- 8.59); 123 women and 99 men, all of whom were treated in the out-patient department in the First Department of Cardiology of the Jagiellonian University Medical College in Cracow. The impact of place of living, education, professional activity, income, knowledge about the illness and the goal of hypertension treatment on the regularity of medicine intake was assessed using a specially elaborated assessment questionnaire. The patients were divided into two categories depending on their compliance and extend to which they followed doctor's recommendation concerning the need of regular medicine intake (129 persons with regular intake and 93 persons with irregular medicine intake). Within the study groups, statistically significant differences concerning analyzed parameters were observed. Regular medicine intake was more common among city citizens (64.91%), persons with secondary education (69.69%), with higher education (71.69%), with employment status (67.44%), with higher average income and regularly checking their blood pressure at home at least once per week (66.85%). Socioeconomic factors have a decisive influence on following the instructions on hypertension by the patients. Special care is needed in the treatment of hypertensive patients with low socioeconomic status.